Contractors know that the Speedrooter 92 can really take a beating – from its frame braced at key stress points, to General’s exclusive Flexicore® wire rope center cable that’s so tough it carries a one-year warranty.

The Speedrooter 92’s field tested design offers easy handling. One person can load it onto a truck, as the machine slides smoothly from the loading wheel, to the handle, to the stair climbers, and finally to the wheels. The adjustable height handle can be reset to be three inches longer or more compact, depending upon your preference.

With the driving and pulling power for long, tough jobs, General’s Power Cable Feed easily handles 3/4" and 5/8" cables. To adjust to different cable sizes, simply turn the knob on top of the feed. The screwdriver stays in the tool box.

The drum holds 100 feet of 3/4" or 5/8" Flexicore® cable to clear 3" to 10" drain lines. The inner drum and self-aligning Flexitube™ distributor tube reduces cable tangling.

**Flexicore® Cable**

**Wire Rope Center Construction**

Heavy gauge wire is coiled tightly around 49-strand wire rope and then heat treated. This cable has unequalled strength and the right amount of flexibility. It’s so tough it has a one year warranty against defect or breakage

*Flexicore Patent Nos. 2,244,735 and 2,849,870*

**Portability, Convenience and Safety**

Equipped with 10" heavy-duty wheels, stair climbers, tool box, and ground fault circuit interrupter.
V-belt Stair Climbers
V-belt stair climbers like the ones used to move heavy furniture and appliances let you take the Speedrooter 92 up a flight of stairs yourself.

Truck Loading Wheel
One person easily loads the Speedrooter 92 onto a truck.

Specifications:

Weight:
115 lbs. (52 kg) without cable.

Dimensions:
26" deep, 22" wide, 41" high (66 cm x 56 cm x 104 cm).

Drum:
Holds 100 ft x 3/4" or 5/8" cable.
(30 m x 19 mm or 17 mm)

Drum Removal:
Loosen two knobs, remove bolt, and lift off.

Motor:
1/2 hp with capacitor, forward-off-reverse switch,
20 ft. power cord and ground fault circuit interrupter.
3/4 hp motor optional.

Load Speed:
170 rpm.

Foot Switch:
Pneumatic, with no electrical contact between pedal and motor.

Power Cable Feed:
Drives and retracts at variable speed of up to 20 ft. per minute.

Wheels:
10" Heavy-duty wheels with roller bearings.

Stair Climbers:
Heavy-duty V-belts running on nylon rollers.

Wheel Brake:
Keeps machine in place on the job or in the truck.

Truck Loading Wheel:
Enables one person to lift machine onto bed of truck.

Tool Box:
Attached to rear of machine. Holds all cutters except
Flexible leader.

Leather Gloves:
With double-reinforced palm for hand protection when guiding cable.

Cables:
Left wound Flexicore® wire rope center 3/4" diameter for
4" to 10" lines and 3" lines without sharp bends; 5/8" diameter
for 3" to 6" lines.

Cutters:
See Parts and Accessories on page 30.